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Introduction

With a few exceptions, the world essentially has two ways to

say “tea”, the second most widely consumed beverage worldwide,

following only water: variations of “cha” and “te”. As the origin of

both versions, China has at least 2000 years of recorded tea-drinking

history and has long dominated the supply of tea in the world since the
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Tang Dynasty (618 – 907 CE).1 Starting from the 17th century,

Europeans began to purchase tea at the Chinese ports directly and

shipped to other countries via the expanding maritime network. Two

centuries later, the British, unsatisfied with the trade imbalance with

China, enacted a deliberate colonial effort to cultivate tea and develop

the tea industry in India, thereby ending the Chinese monopoly. The

British tea industry in India fundamentally transformed the tea

consumption pattern in two nodal tea-drinking countries in the Indian

Ocean: Iran and India.

Tea from China was introduced to Iran and India for at least

800 years, and both countries today have some of the highest per

capita rates of tea consumption in the world.2 Yet the popularization of

tea and its elevation as a national beverage in these two countries

occurred only after the British colonial establishment in the Indian

Ocean. Under the British, India grew to become one of the world’s

leading tea manufacturers in the 20th century. Its production

significantly lowered the price of tea and filled the cups around the

2 Rudolf Matthee, “From Coffee to Tea: Shifting Patterns of Consumption in Qajar
Iran,” Journal of World History 7 (1996), 200.

1 Victor H. Mair and Erling Hoh, The True History of Tea (Thames & Hudson, 2009),
34, 40.
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world, including those in Iran, with Indian tea leaves. The history of

tea in Iran and India displays interesting intersections and parallels

despite the geographical, religious, and political differences between

the two countries. Particularly, the shifting consumption and belated

popularity of tea in these two countries reflects the profundity and

extension of British political and economic hegemony to not only its

colony, India, but also Iran, where it played a less dominant role,

during the 18th and 19th century.

Knowledge of Tea in Iran and India

It is unclear when exactly tea was first introduced to Iran.

Some suspect that tea may have been brought to Iran with the Mongol

conquest as early as the 13th century. There were indeed indications of

awareness of the usage and popularity of tea in China, but the actual

proof of its existence in Persia could only be traced to the early reign

of the Safavid Dynasty (1501-1722 CE).3 The first documented

mention of tea in the Western world occurred in 1559, in a Venetian

publication of Giovanni Battista Ramusio’s Navigazioni et Viaggi. In

one of those stories, he recorded his encounter with a Persian

merchant, Chaggi Memet (also was translated into Hajji Muhammad),

3 Matthee, “From Coffee to Tea,” 204.
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who refers to tea as Chiai Catai, the tea of Cathay. This account

indicates that the knowledge about Chinese tea in Central Asia was

present before it reached Europe. There were, however, few economic

attempts to trade tea as a commodity, nor was it widely available for

people in Persia to consume.

Seeing how much pleasure I derived from all the things that he
was telling me, he said that all over Cathay they made use of
another herb, or rather its leaves, which these people call the
chiai of Cathay. […] It is so dear and highly valued that
nobody travels without it, […] and the Chinese people say that
if only people knew about this stuff in Persia or France, the
merchants here would without a doubt cease to buy ravend
Cini, as they call rhubarb.4

Another interesting point was the way that tea was named.

George L. van Driem, with the support of other linguistic research,

analyzed that the Persian expression of Chiai Catai (tea of Cathay)

was the origin of the modern Turkish word for tea, cai. A segment of

that Persian word was borrowed by the Central Asian Turks and then

reintroduced to Persians. The Russians word čai̯, Hindi word cāy, and

Arabic šāī were all likewise derived from the same source that traced

4 George L. van Driem, The Tale of Tea: A Comprehensive History of Tea from
Prehistoric Times to the Present Day (Leiden; Boston: Brill, 2019), 248.
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back to Persia.5 It’s then reasonable to infer that Persia, given its

geographic centrality, not only acted as a bridge that transported news

about Chinese tea to Europe, but also was at the center of tea diffusion

in Central Asia.

Unlike Iran, which could only acquire tea through trade, India’s

northern province Assam is home to one of the first three centers that

camellia sinensis, the tea plant, was thought to firstly be independently

domesticated (the other two being places in China).6 However, there

was little documentation on its existence before the arrival of the

British, nor was Assam tea widely acknowledged as the same plant as

the Chinese tea plant. Therefore, tea consumed in India prior to the

colonial period still came overwhelmingly from China.

Similar to the case in Iran, tea in India was thought to be

initially imported via the Silk Road, though there are still debates on

the routes it took. One theory stemmed from the linguistic perspective

mentioned above, stating that since the modern Hindi word for tea was

borrowed from the Persian root, it was likely that tea itself diffused

6 Muditha K Meegahakumbura et al, “Domestication Origin and Breeding History of
the Tea Plant (Camellia sinensis) in China and India Based on Nuclear
Microsatellites and cpDNA Sequence Data.” Frontiers in plant science vol. 8 2270
(25 Jan. 2018), doi:10.3389/fpls.2017.02270.

5 Ibid.
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through the same route: being introduced by merchants and travelers

from Central Asia to India. Another account from the Europeans in the

17th century, however, form another theory. It records that the Indian

calls tea ciyā, which, according to Driem, “resembles the modern

Nepali form more closely than it does the current Hindi form”.7 This

then suggested that the Chinese tea in India could also have taken the

Silk Road around the Himalayas, traveling from Tibet down to Nepal

and to Kashmir in what is today India. Regardless, it was generally

agreed that people in both Iran and India had already acquired a certain

knowledge of Chinese tea before the mid-16th century, which was most

likely a direct product of the movement of traders, missionaries, and

physicians along the Silk Road. However, the degree of knowledge

and availability were not sufficient to spark the actual widespread

consumption of tea in these two lands.

Consumption of Tea in Iran and India

Victor H. Mair and Erling Hoh propose in their book, The True

History of Tea, that the slow dissemination of tea along the Silk Road

amid its prevalence in China was partly because “tea […] was a

strategic, tightly controlled commodity used by the Chinese in the tea

7 Driem, The Tale of Tea, 364.
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and horse trade with the Tibetans”, especially during the Song

(960-1279 CE) and Ming Dynasty (1368-1644 CE).8 With the collapse

of the Ming Dynasty, the strategic importance of tea and horse trade

declined, and the Chinese government gradually allowed private

merchants to transport tea to Central Asia and other parts of the world,

expanding its availability outside China.

Carried by Uzbek Tatars through the Silk Road, Chinese tea

was already consumed by people in Persia before the arrival of

European merchants. By the 1600s, Adam Olearius, a German

embassy secretary in Persia, documented that Iranians were enjoying

tea with sugar and other spices. And Cathay (“China” in Persian) tea

taverns were among the three major types of taverns found in Isfahan,

along with the wine and coffee taverns.9 Even when the Dutch East

India Company began to import Chinese tea to the Persian Gulf, the

early involvement of the Europeans did not substantially change the

pattern of tea consumption in the Persian Empire. Matthee suggested

that tea was “distant second to coffee at least outside the northern

region” in Safavid times.10

10 Matthee, “From Coffee to Tea,” 206.
9 Ibid, 155.
8 Mair and Hoh, The True History of Tea, 153.
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Olearius’ account in 1656 also testified to the beginning of the

consumption, or at least usage, of tea in India. He recorded that “the

Persians, Chinese, Japanese and Indians ascribe excellent effects to

this herb”, which “is highly valued in these nations”.11 Following

Olearius, nobleman Johan Albrecht von Mandelslo traveled from

Isfahan to India and later sent back his report to Olearius. Mandelslo

observed that people in Surat, locals and foreigners alike, drank tea

frequently in the day, very much in Persian fashion: “[… in Surat]

every day during our evening gatherings we drank lots of that black

water, cooked from the herb thee [tea]. It is quite a generalized

practice to drink thee water in India, and this practice is not just

observed by the Indians themselves, but also quite popular amongst

the Englishmen and Dutchmen.”12

It must be noted, however, that all accounts above only provide

a small piece of the whole picture. There were important regional and

class differences in tea consumption patterns in both Iran and India. As

tea became a fashionable practice among the high society of Asia and

Europe, the Chinese still held the monopoly of its supply. The tea tax

12 Ibid, 366.
11 Driem, The Tale of Tea, 364.
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levied by the Chinese and the transportation fee were so high that tea

was also given the name of “Green Gold” and “Liquid Jade”.13

Therefore, geographic and economic means still constrained tea

mostly as a luxurious urban drink in 17th century Iran and India.

Tea Cultivation in India

By the 16th and 17th centuries, several European powers,

including the Portuguese and Dutch, came to the front stage of the

Indian Ocean. Most of them embedded themselves into the already

thriving trade networks, becoming key players in this increasingly

consolidated trade ecumene. Entering the 18th century, however, the

British, as put forth by Edward Aplers, “became a much more

important factor in Indian Ocean trade” and fundamentally altered the

trading system that eventually extended to the whole world.14

As the Dutch introduced tea-drinking fashion to Europe,

Britain soon became a nation of tea. In order to balance a shortage of

silver due to the tea trade with China, the British East India Company

in the 1820s came up with a plan to “exchange addictions”. The opium

that grew in India’s Bengal began to flood the Chinese market to offset

14 Edward Alpers, The Indian Ocean in World History (Oxford: Oxford University
Press, 2014), 84.

13 Driem, The Tale of Tea, 58.
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the money that the Company lost in buying Chinese tea. The Opium

War in 1840 also forcibly opened Chinese treaty ports and ended

Chinese seclusion. Yet the knowledge of tea plantation and techniques

of tea production remained largely as a monopoly of China. Losing its

exclusive right to trade tea with China in 1833, the Company

established the British Tea Committee with the mission to “introduce

tea culture into India”, hoping to obtain a rival source of supply that

could be put more firmly under control.15

In 1848, the Scottish botanist Robert Fortune successfully

smuggled tea samples and several tea specialists out of China. And the

world was never again the same. These Chinese tea specialists helped

to tame the wild tea bushes of Assam, which were advertised as

cheaper and better in quality back in Victorian Britain and eventually

replaced the Chinese tea plantation in India.16 Within 50 years, the

British were in full control of their tea import, and the large-scale

Indian tea industry had achieved spectacular economic success: in

16 Sarah Rose. For All the Tea in China: How England Stole the World’s Favorite
Drink and Changed History, (Viking: Penguin Group, 2010), 122, 227.

15 Mair and Hoh, The True History of Tea, 212.
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1889, India’s tea exports to Britain exceeded Chinese tea exports for

the first time, and India became the world leader in tea production.17

Andrew B. Liu in Tea War points out several factors that made

Indian tea significantly cheaper than Chinese tea: the opening of the

Suez Canal, faster transportation, mechanization, and cheap and

immobilized labor. All of these were either brought or established, and

then manipulated by the British. He also compares that while in the

18th century, tea was a “noncompeting luxury good”, one century later,

it had become “a daily necessity, taken for granted by European and

American consumers and available from several markets”. 18 Within

India, however, the local consumers largely remained English imperial

citizens and Indians in higher castes. The opening of the Darjeeling

Himalayan Railway in the 1880s finally marked the beginning of the

popularization of Indian tea on this sub-continent.19

Shifting Consumption and Popularization of Tea in Iran

Echoing the booming tea industry in India, Iran in the 19th

century experienced drastic changes in its beverage consumption:

19 Driem, The Tale of Tea, 364.

18 Andrew B. Liu, Tea War: A History of Capitalism in China and India, (Yale
University Press: New Haven and London, 2020), 40.

17 Ibid, 223.
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greater availability of tea throughout the country and the gradual

phasing out of coffee as a common beverage.20 These transformations

were by no means coincident, but direct and indirect results of

European expansion in the Indian Ocean and the British colonial rule

in India as discussed above. After a long period of political and social

instability due to the Afghan occupation and civil wars of the 18 th

century, tea was “reintroduced” and “returned” to Iran sometime

between 1830 and 1850. The crucial factor here, as argued by Rudi

Matthee, would be the increasing political and social interaction

between Iran and the outside world, especially tea-drinking Russia and

England.21

At the beginning of the 19th century, the newly emerged Qajar

dynasty lost considerable territories to Russia and had to accept

various commercial treaties that opened itself to foreign merchants.

This initiated the expanding commercial ties between Iran and Russia,

evident in the widespread popularity of Russian samovar that became

an indispensable component of tea consumption in Iran. As a result,

21 Matthee, “From Coffee to Tea,” 206.

20 Rudi Matthee, The Pursuit of Pleasure: Drugs and Stimulants in Iranian History,
1500-1900, (Princeton University Press, 2005), 267,
https://doi.org/10.2307/j.ctv1g248wt.18.
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large tea supplies from Russia began to outweigh the traditional supply

from Central Asia. In the 1830s, R. Mignan noted that the Russians

monopolized Iranian tea trade, and two decades later, the German

physician Jocab E. Polak documented that “these days tea is so

common in the cities that there is hardly a well-to-do family which

does not own a Russian samovar”.22

This Russian monopoly, however, didn’t last long. With high

custom duties imposed by the Russians and the signing of the

Anglo-Persian Commercial Treaty of 1841, the British gained a more

favorable position in the Iranian tea trade and gradually came to

dominate the market with cheap Indian tea as the tea industry in India

matured.23 The opening of the Suez Canal in 1869 again massively

benefited the British by reducing the transportation time and cost as it

worked for India. By the 1870s, most teas shipped to Iran, even via the

Russians, originated in British India, paralleling the global trend that

Indian tea came to replace the position of Chinese tea. The diminishing

price of tea and Iran’s tight economic connections with two

tea-consuming empires naturally fostered consumption of tea rather

23 Matthee, “From Coffee to Tea,” 228.

22 Jacob E. Polak, Persien, das Land und seine Bewohner. As quoted by Rudi
Matthee in “From Coffee to Tea,” 220.
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than coffee, which was, in contrast, supplied by a less centralized and

organized distribution network.

By the turn of the 20th century, all classes of the urban

population in Iran were consuming a considerable amount of tea. But

further popularization of tea in the remote areas only occurred in the

mid-20th century, when Iran began to cultivate its own tea, making it

even more affordable. Research conducted by Ahmad Seyf shows that

between 1856 and 1906, Iranian imports of tea exceeded its export

only with the only exception being the year 1866.24 This stemmed

from the Qajar government’s concern of losing state revenue to import,

coinciding with that of the British when trading with the Chinese

before the opium-tea-exchange. Therefore, Iran followed the example

of Britain and Russia by initiating indigenous tea cultivation on the

land beside the Caspian Sea, which was only made possible with some

3000 Assam tea seeds smuggled back by the Persian consul to India.25

Native Indian chay, whose name was mostly likely derived from the

25 Mair and Hoh, The True History of Tea, 162.

24 Ahmad Seyf, “Foreign Trade and the Economy of Iran in the Nineteenth Century.”
Iran 34 (1996): 117–28. https://doi.org/10.2307/4299949.
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Persian root for Chinese cha, was finally planted into the Persian soil a

thousand years after tea’s debut on this land.

Conclusion

Prior to the arrival of the Europeans, the history of tea in Iran

and India are like two parallel lines, sharing similarities in many ways.

They started from the same origin, China, traveled through the Silk

Road, and have arguably intersected in certain points, influencing one

another’s tea culture. Both underwent a “top-down” diffusion, tea in

both countries was first embraced as a fashionable practice by the

upper class and gradually disseminated as a staple to the masses with

decreasing prices and greater availability. A critical point of

convergence came in the 19th century when the British imposed a

direct colonial regime upon India and initiated large-scale tea

cultivations as its primary economic export. Meanwhile, Iran lost its

economic independence and began to interact commercially with

others under the sphere of influence of Russia and Britain. With the

establishment of a direct and inexpensive link between producers in

India and consumers in Iran, these two lines became increasingly
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intertwined, entangled, and nearly indistinguishable by the time Indian

tea seeds were planted into Iranian soil.

Tea was arguably one of the most emblematic commodities of

the 19th and 20th century, and its transformation and popularization in

regions outside of China are clear manifestations of the

interconnectivity of the world. Under trade and colonialism, tea

eventually became so economically and culturally important that it

was closely intertwined with the prosperity of several countries. From

the land routes in the Silk Road to the maritime networks in the Indian

Ocean, India and Iran functioned as two nodes in the Middle East and

South Asia, bounded together by a broader constellation of trade

networks in the age of globalization.
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